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Contrary to popular belief, romantic interior designing isn’t just about oral prints and
frills. It’s de nitely not just rose petals spread across a room. The beauty in bringing back
the romance lies in its versatility. Romantic, alluring designs can t into almost any space,
from rustic to contemporary comfortably.
Curious? Then cue a few slow jams and join us as we take you through the
world of passion and vehemence in design.
Wood You?
Romance is all about going brazenly bold and making your feelings known
while enjoying blissful surroundings that echo peace and tranquillity. Having
said that, wood always creates warm and cosy settings if paired with mellow
lighting to bright lighting interiors. While dark wood re ects deep passion,
and is synonymous with the depth of your feelings, pairing it with the
Herringbone ooring pattern brings a luxurious brown tint that intensi es
the comfort of your home. The Herringbone pattern is well known for its way
around stagnant and tough spaces. It brings back a vibrancy that is a direct
re ection of the ever-growing passion of romance. Shaped by time, weather
and history the many applications of wood will do well to fuel the ames of
ardour.
Passion Personi ed
Looking to woo your loved one in a more classical manner? Bright and beautiful laminates which come in
patterns and textures are your answer. Although it sounds simple, bright laminates are possibly one of the
most successful ways of kindling boundless passion. With a wide variety of designs to choose from, the
patterns are suitable for any room and have a timeless feel to it. Interested in playing a little? You can play
around a little bit by using alternate colour tones with the patterns to maximize its intense appeal which is
quite pleasing to the eye.
While colours provide that erceness that you need, soft and vibrant patterns allow the convergence of the
magnetizing features of wood to modern day homes. Be it a choice of laminate colour and texture or the
herringbone ooring pattern, it will always be distinct and bold. Make sure to gift your space and your
partner with these beautiful trends and see your romance come alive with undying charisma.
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